Nepal still faces a great lack of electrical energy. That also leads to many hours of load shedding during the day. Rural areas are affected in particular, because some of them do not even have a proper connection to the electrical grid. With respect to the large hydro potential of Nepal the idea is powering rural households or small neighbourhoods independently using overshot water wheels. The costs and the feasibility of the production are the challenges that have to be taken care of. In the present work, a simple but at the same time effective design concept is created. Therefore, the basic demand, the general usage of overshot water wheels for electricity supply and the limitations due to material and machinery are addressed. Based on that, a modular water wheel concept that allows constructing water wheels with varying diameters and width is developed. Sheet metal is identified as the perfect material for the water wheel rim construction in Nepal. In addition, a dimensioning-tool is developed in Matlab which allows an optimization of the concept for different operating sites and computes the expected behaviour of the power output. Finally, the generated design concept and the Matlab-tool are adapted to design a prototype. Afterwards, this prototype is constructed to check the manufacturability with respect to the circumstances in Nepal. The results demonstrate that the designed concept is convertible and that a production in Nepal should be easily possible. Furthermore, the provided cost and time estimations show that the modular design is a cheap possibility to
construct overshot water wheels in little time. To finally verify the developed concept, the prototype should be operated in test mode to examine, if the prediction on the behaviour of the power output is reliable. Key words: overshot water wheel, modular water wheel concept, dimensioning, rural electrification, small scale power supply
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